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What We Will Discuss


Everyone wants excellent customer service. Let’s talk
about steps we can take to ensure that customers have
and rate your nonprofit organization as a great
experience. Positive communication, responsive time
frames and resolution, key performance indicators,
customer retention, your team and your community all
promote a continuous and healthy partnership
throughout your service to the public and network of
providers.

Positive Communication
Positive communication is the ability to
convey messages, even negative ones, in
a positive manner. Positive
communication is an important part of
your communication skills and has a great
Impact on your CUSTOMER SERVICE.

Positive Advice
Avoid Negative Words
This is the simplest tip to talk about but
hardest to achieve. Try to avoid words
like cannot, will not, unacceptable,
must, imperative and etc. in your
conversation. Try to convey the same
meaning capable, accomplish,
completion and etc. For example,
instead of saying “This cannot be done
if you do not provide ABC”, say “if you
can provide ABC, we can complete
XYZ in record time”

Supportive
For things that cannot be
done due to some reasons,
try to analyze the situation
and suggest alternates and
solutions. An outright rejection
is comparatively easier, but
does not solve the purpose.
Suggesting alternatives and
solutions establishes you as
the Administrative Staff is
willing go that extra mile to
get things done.

Sound Helpful
Nothing can sound more positive than
the voice that ensures help. However
negative the situation, tell the recipient
that you are simply hear to HELP and
provide the services he/she needs so
their life can move forward in a positive
manner. Sounding helpful not only gives
an assurance to the recipients, but also
makes them look up to you as a helpful
person.

AVOID INFORMATION OVERLOAD
Whenever we communicate, we should focus on conveying the message
in a clear manner. Confronting the customer with too much information at
once can overwhelm him/her quickly. In these cases, you can deliver the
message as clearly and precisely as you want, but it will never fully reach the
listener. Positive communicators make sure that they do not over stimulate
their customers with too much information.

Instead, they focus on exchanging information in a concise manner and
keep it to the point. Additionally, by using open ended questions they keep
their listeners engaged and attentive.

Speak as an
equal rather
than a superior
There’s nothing that makes people
disregard your ideas more than talking
down to them. Efficient communicators
focus on delivering the message, not their
status. And even in situations when they are
in a position of authority, they speak to
others as an equal to increase their
commitment and establish trust.

Are We A Team?

By using words such as ‘we’, ‘our’ and ‘us’ you can skillfully communicate to
your customers and your community partners that you’re on the same team.
Applying this communication technique can help you to build a professional
bond with everyone involved. Good communicators also use these words to
convert others to their idea and vision and to establish a sense of belonging.

GIVE CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE
When a customer has completed tasks or goals within their treatment/goal
plans. Give them credit for the task they have completed, acknowledge the
partnering agencies that have worked them to become successful. Send a
short email of thanks to the direct care specialist that he/she worked with in
addition to your follow-up request. If you are presenting on a customer in a
meeting; mention the team or people who were involved in their success.

We can never achieve this work alone.

Positive communicators skillfully adapt their message based on the
personality of the person they’re speaking with. This can be especially
important when they are dealing with a customer and or partnering
professional who is likely to get emotional over a topic concerning
their goal plan, incompletion of a task, services not rendered. For the
partnering professional he/she can be sensitive about their work or
the task he/she didn’t complete within the timely manner.

Below is the list of KPIs (Key
Performance Indictors) that
can help you to track the
success of your Response
Time:
Customer Retention
Response Time/Average
Resolution Time
Customer Satisfaction
Customer Relations
Customer Engagement
Metrics
Your Team
Social Media Monitoring

Customer Retention

Successful customer retention start with the first contact the customer
has with the organization and continues throughout the period of
services that are rendered. Nonprofit organization retention
timeframes depends on the customers' needs for services as well as
what is stipulated within the grant for funding. Retention needs can be
met in 30, 60, 90 days or 6 months to a year.
A customer retention is also based on his/her family/community
support, individuals’ desire to complete goals successfully, and the
motivational support they receive from the servicing NPO.

RESPONSE TIME
An organization’s performance
measured in terms of customer
retention, customer satisfaction, and
time needed to complete a service or
services.

Average Resolution Time

Resolution time assists NPOs to track the average time spent on face
to face meetings, case notes entered into the database, time
partnering agency receives the referral, client completes takes, and
also resolving customer complaints and issues. Resolution time is
normally measured in days. It depends on the nature of the system or
product or system being supported and is calculated from the time
the request is logged till the time the request is closed.

It should be the goal of every support team member to keep the time
as short as possible; providing you have a balance
caseload/workload.

Customer Satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is the measurement of how services are delivered to
meet customer needs and goal plan. Its focal point is on how the Case
Manager and other administrative staff assist the client or family to fulfill
customers’ expectations.
A happy client can give positive feedback about your NPO.

Customer Relations

The first step in customer relations for charitable organizations is to realize that
a beneficiary today may become a volunteer, contributor or donor tomorrow.
Let’s say a chef who is down on her luck is helped by a food bank or
community kitchen; in the future, her gratitude may turn into volunteering or
donations. To this effect, non-profit customer relations start with treating
beneficiaries like VIPs whenever possible.

Customer Engagement Metrics

Customer engagement is the collection of client activities within the clients goal plan. Customer
engagement metrics is all about recording and monitoring those activities throughout their working
journey with your NPO.
With customer engagement metrics you can measure your service accessibility and the quality of
experience you delivered to your customers. For example, if a client came to your organization on
1/4/19 and completed all goals by 6/4/19, with 6 face to face meetings with his/her Case Manager,
met with all partnering agencies, missed the last appointment for a valid reason but rescheduled the
appointment, and the Case Manager also had all their supportive case notes in the system in a timely
manner and received all referral feedback in time requested; the engagement metrics for this client
was a success.

Don’t Forget About Your Team

Respect is expected. With no exceptions.
“Please” and “Thank you” are not forbidden phrases. Use them often.
What gets celebrated gets repeated.
Without each other, there is no NPO

Social Media Monitoring

Online Analytics: Social media analytics tools collect data from social networking platforms like
Facebook and Twitter, blogs, comment pages, and news feeds on media sites.
Buzz Analysis: Buzz monitoring engages the analysis and checks sources like internet forums, social
networks, and blogs.
Social Media Intelligence: Social media intelligence permits to collect intelligence gathering from
social media sites, using both intrusive and non-intrusive means, from open and closed social
networks.

SERVING YOUR
COMMUNITY
Community involvement
examples include in-kind
and financial donations,
employee and volunteer
days. The nonprofit
agenda for community
involvement has never
been stronger.
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